CLASSES
The club started with Vee Jays and were soon joined by the Skate class.
Like many other yacht clubs Nedlands has seen a number of classes of yachts wax and wane
over the 50 years of its history.
At one stage the club had 92 of the popular red-sailed Mirror yachts on its register, regularly
starting 80 boats in three fleets each Saturday, generated comments from other clubs of a “red
rash all over the river”. V.J; Kittycat catamarans; Moths; Pelicans; Fireballs; Lasers; Lazy Es
(National Es); Hobie 14s; Skates; Manta Cats; Paper Tigers; Yvonnes; Cherubs; Quick Cats;
Hawke; Sailboards and Dragon Boats are amongst classes that have made NYC their home
before declining in numbers for the undefinable reasons that bedevil many sporting and social
clubs.
50 Years on, NYC still has a strong core membership of 430, and sailing classes such as
Manly Juniors; National 125’s; Flying 11s; Mirrors; Hobie 16’s; Tornadoes; Nacras;
Windrush; and small keel boats under 28 feet in length (cruisers).
The Class Honour Boards were installed in 1975.
In February 1977 there were 829 members and 389 registered boats. A full programme was
sailed on both Saturdays and Sundays.
In 1978 the club applied the rule that section must average 6 starters per race to retain status
and as a result in the mono hulls fleets, the Moths, VJs and Skates became one section as the
Mono-Hull Open Fleet and sailed against the Fireballs. The Mantas and Kitties were also
having trouble maintaining numbers and sailed as the Cat Open Fleet.
For some years social twilight sailing was conducted.
Winter sailing was started by a group of BMW motor cyclists as a fun event with is own
‘rules’ changed hourly.
This is not quite the scene today.
Windsurfers were encouraged to join the club in 1979 and in December 1984 NYC hosted the
World Windsurfing Championships with a starting line stretching well across the river. It was
a spectacular event.
See contribution from Rob Vaisey regarding championship events in various classes at end of
this section.
VJs. With the assistance of David Pyke and Ian Anderson
The Vee Jay was designed in the 1932 by naval architect Charles Sparrow and developed as a
sophisticated racer in 1980s. At the start of the club VJs and Skates could be home built and
raced competitively which contrasts with today’s commercially built craft. The Vee Jay is a
fully decked unsinkable Sharpie type sailing dinghy with a skipper and one crew. Today it
can be built by amateurs or professionals either in plywood or fibreglass. It has 3 sails; jib,
main and spinnaker. Total area is 21.63 sq m.
VJs, the first fleet at NYC, continued sailing on Sunday afternoons until the early 1980s. The
day the new clubhouse opened there were 36 boat racks for storage. Although several were
used for mast storage, the club started with about 30 VJs.
The main sailors and yachts from Mounts Bay were Ross Eilbeck (Comet), Graham Rock
(Frisky), Lance Rock (Wasp), Ron Marshall (Tiptoe); Brian LeMaistre (Surprise), Noel Rice
(Mark1) and David Pyke (Rival).
Generally about 12 boats raced each week. Quite a few sailors from other clubs joined the
first year. These included Syd Corser and Stan Saxon (Darkie), Alan Stewart (Native), Derek
Pearce (Ramona), Terry Gaunt and A. Harris (Villian). The first club championship was won
by Syd Corser sailing Darkie; second was Comet sailed by David Pyke with Paul Holland as
crew.
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In 1955 the VJ National titles were held at the club and won by Ross Eilbeck and Paul
Holland sailing Comet 2 thus making them the first national title winners of the club. Prior to
1976 every third year the National Titles were held in WA.
During the 1960s the main feature of the VJs was the intense competition as everyone had a
VJ, only Rainbows, Moths and the Royal Club’s Cadet Dinghies locally competed for
numbers. Team competitions with 5 or 6 representatives from SPYC, NYC, Mosman,
Claremont, Maylands, E. Fremantle, Bunbury and Geraldton made racing and results very
interesting.
In the mid 1970s the Skates and VJs sailed as one class although NYC year books record
them separately. Storage fees in the mid 1970s were $15. In the later years these yachts
sailed as part of the Open Dinghy class. It appears the advent of the 125s saw the demise of
the VJs at NYC.
This class of yacht produced more champions, state, National, World and Olympic
champions such as Brian Lewis and Warren Rock who graduated to the Tornadoes. Syd
Corser also graduated to 14’ dinghy.
The 1954/55 Australian Junior Champion was Lance Rock with crew Barry Mertha sailing
WASP. Warren Rock sailed Frisky with Ken Edwards to an Australian Championship win in
1958/59.
Brian Lewis was acknowledged as the leading
junior VJ skipper in Australia at that time in the
1959/60 season when he won the Australian
junior title in Sydney with his yacht, Daring. Later
on the Swan River he won the senior
championship and won again in 1960/61.
As well as national success, Ian Anderson won the
Nedlands Championship and the Governor’s Cup
two years in succession, was runner up in
Nationals 1960-61 and with Tim Bailey won the
Australian Senior VJ Championships in
Melbourne 1961/62. After this Ian & Tim also had
the fun of competing at Pittwater with some 115
entrants. Ian and Tim crewed together for 5.5
years.
A couple of stalwarts who mere to make a name
for themselves were John and Lex Bertrand who
won the junior VJ Australian title in Perth in 1960-61.
Ian Anderson & Dart III
Geoff Wyatt won the Australian junior VJ title with his yacht Impulse and the runner up was
another club member Jim Carroll.
Neil Head sailed Valour in 1958/59 state championship.
In December 1963, the VJ Commonwealth Title series for 1963/64 was held at NYC and
about 50 yachts competed.
More information on the later history of VJs in the late 1960s to 1970s provided by Phil King
with the help of his mates.
Prior to the mid sixties, Vee Jays had been the strongest class of yacht on the river for
teenagers. Almost all teenagers who sailed, sailed Vee Jays; there was hardly any other
choice. The result was that the class commonly had very large fleets. The racing was highly
competitive and to win you had to be very, very good. Within this context, the standard of
Vee Jay sailing at Nedlands Yacht Club rose till the fleet at Nedlands was probably the best
in Australia.
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Nedlands sailors who won Australian Vee Jay Championships in that era included Ross
Eilbeck, Lance Rock, Brian Lewis, Warren Rock, Ian Anderson, Mark Edwards and Geoff
Wyatt. -Of course Brian Lewis and Warren Rock later became Olympic champions and thus
to this day remain Nedlands Yacht Club’s most successful sons.
When I arrived at the club in the Christmas of 1967, that glorious era was over. Sailing was
still a tremendously popular sport. The club’s lawns and car parks were packed on both
Saturdays and Sundays, but the advent of many new classes around that time had split sailors
into different fleets and so Vee Jay numbers had fallen.
I arrived from Esperance with an old Vee Jay and expected the standard at Nedlands to be
high. By that time however the link between the illustrious Lewis - Rock era had well and
truly gone. There were no great sailors left to pass on their knowledge so in fact the standard
was pretty ordinary. We had to begin again from scratch.
South of Perth Yacht Club was the most powerful Vee Jay club back then. It boasted the
National Junior Champion, Kevin Downes and the great Vaughan Thomas. And these two
were supported by a large cast of very able teenage sailors many of whom owned really top
class boats.
As individuals and as a fleet at Nedlands we bashed about with little knowledge or skill for
several years. As time passed however we improved and to our surprise by the end of our
own era we eventually overpowered South of Perth and won the annual inter club Teams
Race a couple of years in a row.
I remember the first person we met on arrival at Nedlands was Richard Ford. We found
Fordy, working on his Vee Jay. He was always working on his boats, Ballerina and later
Samantha. He stopped and took great care of us. He explained what we had to do and how
things worked. In later years Richard had considerable success sailing Tornados with Jim
Datchler. The pair were the undisputed National Tornado champions for about three years.
They were often in newspapers and magazines; They were highly respected and it was a
surprise to everyone when both gave it away at their peak and never returned to sailing.
Barry Court was the Commodore in 1967. He signed us up in his usual loud, boisterous,
friendly way.
Richard Ford’s crew at that time was Geoff Clarke. They were cousins.
Geoff went on to skipper his own Vee Jay, Compulsion and later had a lot of success with an
awesomely fast, national champion boat called Big Mac.
Geoff (pictured) was always very laid-back. Unlike Richard
he NEVER worked on his boats. In fact he avoided work
whenever possible. He drove his mother to distraction when
he had exams because he wouldn’t study unless pressed. He
was from a wealthy family so it seemed he would cruise his
way through life in his usual relaxed, likeable fashion. It
amuses those of us who knew him then to hear that all that
has changed. He now lives and works in Germany. His job
demands a tremendous number of hours and very
considerable hard work. To our great amusement we hear
that he thrives on it.
Murray Rowett, volunteered to crew with me soon after our
arrival. His dad, John sailed an Yvonne Catamaran called
Tabby with his oldest son, Russell. Yvonnes were a healthy
and active class at Nedlands then.
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Murray and I sailed together for many years and like most sailing combinations that go
through a lot together, a strong bond developed between us.
Our boats were named Vault -the name was supposed to suggest the action of “vaulting” over
the waves but as one witty Moth sailor suggested as he
sailed by -it was actually just a thing we put money into.
Vault Phil King and Murray Rowett

Me. Phil
King in 1971

My later boats were Pacer and Buccaneer.
One of the most dreadful experiences for me was
when I lost Murray in a gale. We were both
exhausted and when the boat capsized, Murray
was nowhere to be seen. I searched and yelled
frantically. Then when too much time had
elapsed, I began to think of how I would explain
Murray’s loss -and to whom. A passing power
boat kindly dragged me and the boat back to the
club. It took some time and I was beside myself
with worry. Imagine my great relief when on
arrival at the beach, who should be there to greet
me, but Murray.
Pacer
He had been picked up by a passing yacht. The sight of his familiar form was a great relief to
me.
He was grinning and cheerful as usual, but it was very sobering to hear that he had fallen
asleep on the floor of the yacht on the way back. We had been in real trouble that day and
were lucky to get away unscathed.
In time we met the rest of the Vee Jay fleet. The best sailor initially was Rob Gordon. He
had a very good boat named Vigour. He had built it himself. It was as good as the best
professionally built boats and was a testament to his great skill and love of boat building.
Rob seemed to win by impossible margins each week. When we finally finished, exhausted
and bedraggled, we’d struggle up the beach to find him warm and dry. He was quietly
composed and had usually derigged. While we stood there wild-eyed, telling stories of
raging winds, nose dives, cartwheels and capsizes “from out of nowhere”, it was clear that he
genuinely felt the conditions had been quite manageable.
The only person who could sometimes touch Rob was Chris Pallet. Chris’s first crew was
Neil Bowra. Later Rod “Hoddy” Hodgson, joined him. Chris loved wild weather. He and
Hoddy seemed tremendously strong to us. They were both big boys and sailed with great
power and control in the strong stuff. Hoddy has never left the club. He still sails Tornados
and Hobies at the club after all these years.
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Chris was our natural leader. Had we been a
footy team, he’d have been our captain. He
was a happy, confident, loud, larger than life
character. I remember one of his tall after-therace yarns. At one stage he had been plunged
into a nosedive by a sudden violent squall. Vee
Jays were eleven foot six inches long and Chris
reckoned that at one point he was sitting on the
back of the boat precisely eleven foot six
inches above the water. He left sailing after his
Vee Jay years, but returned to sail “B” Class
Cats briefly in the late seventies. He had
changed. He was a quieter more conservative
person by then. A stint of “Natios” may have
refined him around the edges.
Skipjack -Chris and Hoddy

Peter and Tony Morgan were brothers who began sailing together. I’ll never forget the first
time I saw them. They sailed past us with consummate ease on a run. The thing I remember
about them that day was the visual picture they presented. Tony the crew, was impossibly
small. I knew he was about thirteen, yet, sitting there near the centreboard was a tiny boy
who could have been eight. –They underestimated the
Man from Snowy River and I made the same mistake that
day. They finished well ahead of us.
Interestingly Tony remained small right through his teens
until he was about 20. Then, over a period of a few
months he suddenly grew to become the very good sized
man he is today. Tony (pictured here) always had a wicked
sense of humour and Peter’s was clever and dry too. They
could reduce self-important statements or even an entire
body of work to an amusing generalisation. Tony once
noted, “Have you ever noticed that all these books on
sailing strategy basically just boil down to: “I advise you
to sail higher and faster.”
I was once engrossed in an animated description of my
adventures during the “off-season”. He listened carefully then summarised in an objective
way that typified the style of his humour, “If this
continues Phil, imagine what’s in store for the “onseason”.
I remember Peter once brought the house down at an
annual general meeting when the verbose national
president was explaining at unnecessarily great length
that a new rule change now meant that the numbers on
sails no longer needed to be black. After a ridiculous
amount of time had been wasted on the topic Peter
addressed the chair, “Does that mean,” he asked, “that the
numbers on my sail could be pink?” It was an amusing
and clever way of saying –This is not important. Can we
move on. Everyone laughed and the meeting did move
on.
Vulcan (alias Spud 111)
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Peter was nicknamed “Ray” because he had once had the temerity to wear a football jumper
that alluded to Ray Sorrel the great South Fremantle footballer.
In time Peter and Tony grew to become very good sailors; they purchased better boats over
the years including Vulcan and the great Spud 111.
Spud was finished to standards higher than that of a rosewood grand piano and was one of
those boats that were fast no matter what. Tony won a state championship as a skipper but it
was Peter who was probably the best of us. Both are specialist doctors of medicine today.
Rob Van Helvoort was another central character from those days. Like Peter and Tony he
was also a very funny person. On one howlingly windy day he grabbed a girl from off the
beach to crew for him. After the frightfully rough race he was asked if the girl had had any
experience. The girl had been good-looking, so of course my gentle reader will anticipate his
cheeky reply. He bellowed, “How could I possibly know that! I was far too busy just trying
to keep the boat afloat!”
Rob owned several Vee Jays. The first two were
named Pandora. The others were named Lowanna.
In his early days Rob hated sailing close to the wind.
He was one of the best in the fleet, but early-on he had
a cavalier attitude toward the concept of Velocity
Made Good. He only wanted to sail fast –and that
meant sailing very free. Like a ski boat there was
only one speed for him -and that was flat out. In his
late teens he went through a period of driving his cars
the same way.
Rob Van Helvoort and Barry Smith on Lowanna

Rob’s dad owned a well-known motor dealership, so in later years he changed cars regularly.
Once he left his unwashed sailing clothes festering in the boot of a car from the lot. The car
was sold and Rob couldn’t remember which car it was! Rob now runs the business himself.
He is still the same -except that the long-haired afro and the broad striped, bumble bee sailing
leggings have gone.
Initially Rob’s crew was his next door neighbour, Wally Langdon (affectionately known as
“Fat Wal”). Fat Wal (who was not really fat) was a state silver medallist in swimming. Rob
lured him over to the dark side and turned him into a sailor. Wal was of the opinion that
being a good swimmer was a useful prerequisite for sailing with Rob in his first year on VJs.
Later Wal got a boat of his own; a beautiful boat called Rambler. He was coached by Peter
Hosking, a famous Sharpie sailor who had previously been mentor to John Bertrand, the
America’s Cup winner. His crew was Peter’s son, Geoff. The paint job on Rambler was
better than on most luxury cars today.
Wally recalls: A couple of things that stick in my mind as being particularly enjoyable were the marathon races
(with our boats loaded with food and drink for the long trip) and the impromptu races we had during the school
holidays. They were great fun. With the river free of Saturday traffic whoever was down during the week
(usually 3 or 4 boats) would have a race. The race course was usually set by Tony who would give options such
as "Bricky, Dee, Barties, Neddies, Home".

Brad Jones was another from those golden days. He had a boat called Vista. Like the rest of
us he was pretty ordinary at first. He once tacked up the channel between the bank and the
shore in front of the Dome as a “fast” way to Lucky Bay Spit –an indirect route that added
every complication and almost a kilometre to the journey. His next Vee Jay was a very pretty
boat called Surprise. He left sailing after that but returned to Hobies in the seventies and
became a very good sailor indeed.
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He went on to represent Australia at the Hobie 14 Worlds in Tahiti and won the Hobie 16
State Championship several times. Brad owned a yachting business for many years. Today
he lives on a beautiful farm near Gidgegannup and cultivates Christmas trees.
A note from Tony Morgan: “I definitely recall Brad Jones’ voyage up the channel -a stretch of water I still refer
to as Brad’s channel. In fact I think his voyage up that stretch of water was the highlight of my formative
years.”

Brad was a good friend of Rob Gordon’s. He had crewed for Rob in the 1966/67 Nationals.
They had come seventh. It was Brad who told us the dreadful news that Rob had taken his
own life. It was a great shock to all of us. At that age, such things didn’t happen. None of us
could imagine how Rob could have reached such a point. His dad arranged for an annual
race to be sailed in his memory. –Certainly Rob has stayed in our memories.
Chris Pallet’s dad Bill, was the rock of the fleet for us early on. He was a real character -a
dynamo who embraced the whole thing with tremendous enthusiasm. He was the president
of the Vee Jay Section and took his duties seriously. Once a month, without fail he convened
a Section meeting. He ran the meetings strictly according to the protocol of formal meeting
procedure. -We always started by reading the minutes of the previous meeting and then we
methodically moved, seconded and voted on whether we reckoned they were a “fair and true”
record of what had actually been discussed and agreed to and so on. We even had a
“treasurer’s report”, though I doubt we had enough money to justify the effort. In reality
most of the formalities passed over our heads; We were just a bunch of kids after all.
I remember one time in a rush of mischievousness, Tony Morgan enticed us all away from
our rigging-up and into the old junior clubhouse for a mock section meeting. Tony led us
through Bill’s old meeting procedure.
He had remembered it all by heart. “I now declare this meeting open,” he began, “I’d like to
start by asking the secretary to read the minutes of the last meeting…” He kept us in stitches
as he parodied the process perfectly. We laughed all the way through like a bunch of
sniggering schoolboys. I guess we were making fun of Bill’s meetings, but we all knew how
much we owed Bill. It was he who provided us with the structure to begin the new era that
was ours. There was never any doubt that we all valued and appreciated him.
Bill was tremendously proud of his son Chris. He began to call him ”Skip”. It referred both
to the fact that his boat was named Skipjack and to the fact that Chris was a good skipper and
a natural leader.
Bill was ably supported by Richard’s dad, Fred Ford. Fred was our secretary at one time and
treasurer at another. Our immense wealth was in very stable hands while he held the high
office of treasurer. Unfortunately Fred suffered one of
those untimely and unexpected deaths. A heart attack
while still only middle aged was another dreadful blow
to our group.
After Bill’s time, my father Dick King, largely became
the organiser of the fleet. He joined the yacht club’s
committee and was even Vice Commodore at one
stage. He also played a busy role in the newly formed
Vee Jay and Skate Association of WA which was quite
active and well organised for some years.
Dad and I had a lot of fun together through those years.
Every summer we concentrated on the sailing and
almost every winter we’d build a new boat. It was a
very special time for me.
Dick King
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I remember Ian Allen and Bill Langdon were among other dads who kindly helped us out.
Ian’s son, also named Ian, sailed a boat called Chance in the early days. And Daphne Rowett
was a tremendous support in many, many ways.
The crowning achievement of our era was our hosting of the 1972 National Series at Neddies.
100 boats turned up, 40 Juniors, 30 Seniors and 30 Skates. It was a big event run over seven
days. It was a much grander affair than the compressed back-to-back race style regattas we
have today. A Cabaret, a river trip, a New Years Eve Social and a Farewell Presentation
Night were organised. The social evenings were patronised by large numbers of people from
throughout the extended sailing community. With professional entertainers, caterers,
decorating, cleaning, accommodation etc. etc. to arrange it was an immense job. But I have
to say it was great. Fortunately the Club, our Section and the State Association were really
active at that time so the very full racing and social programs were run very well. It was a
very great credit to our parents, the Club and the Association.
The Nationals had been held at East Fremantle Yacht Club two years earlier. That had been a
grand affair too. It was a healthy era.
In my memory, the winds seemed to be much heavier in those days. Of course they were not,
it only seems that way because the older boats were harder to sail. The better, thinner ropes
we use today, the superior pullies, the more flexible rigs -and our ability to de-power have
made our modern boats easier to sail. Certainly modern boats have fewer breakages.
Vee Jays were particularly challenging to sail because they were light, narrow, planing boats
with a high power to weight ratio. All this, and they had to be balanced with leaning boards.
Changes could be sudden and might be enough to put us in the drink in a second so they were
often quite a handful. Of course all those things also made them fast and fun. They were in
fact athletic boats and even today would be a better choice for a teenager than the slow, fat,
“English,” displacement design boats often chosen.
Our sailing clothing was very different too. Today’s athletic, sheer-looking, lightweight
wetsuits and lifejackets were not thought of. We had to wear old woollen jumpers for
warmth. Naturally they sagged and bagged around us when they got wet. And we always
wore holes through our shorts because we had to “saw” our bottoms in and out the wooden
leaning planks. The worst thing about those boards was “board bum”.
The evidence of red and sore bums was all too easy to find in the showers after a race and
was a particularly nasty problem toward the end of a series. We all joked and teased each
other about “board bum,” but it was grim humour because we all knew the soreness. Fingers
worn and torn by the ropes of the day were all too common too. Practical sailing gloves
hadn’t been invented.
Added to our sagging appearance and the holes in our pants was the fact that there was a law
that you had to have long hair in the late sixties and seventies. So with a long mess of
tangled wet hair dripping around our faces and wet, usually cast-off clothing drooping
shapelessly about us, we could not have looked much worse.
Each race was sailed for a trophy back then. Plates, clocks, books, ornaments and so on were
chosen from gift shops by well meaning sponsors. A particular favourite was the barometer.
Tony again: “One extraordinary thing was that despite being a small fleet we used to have a trophy each week.
Knowing what I do now having attempted to organize some junior sport over the years, this was an amazing
achievement at arranging sponsorship albeit perhaps a somewhat misguided extravagance given the quality and
number of the sailors in the fleet. My mother is still occasionally unearthing yet another unopened trophy
barometer in various rarely opened cupboards of her house 35 – 40 years later. I think we were lucky not to sail
at the same time as those luminaries from the previous era. Certainly I would not be the proud owner of so many
barometers.”
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Many others played key roles. There was a very fast boat called Gannet sailed by Vance
Lothringer. Well-known Perth entertainer Nick Melidonas had a boat called Ninja. And two
girls sailed Daring which had presumably once belonged to Brian Lewis. Vivienne Webster
was the owner and crew and the skipper was a blonde girl. I can’t remember her name; Lisa
or Lee, I think. I am ashamed to admit that, misled by male ego I always “…doubted their
power to stay” but they were fast and were often “right among the horses as they climbed the
further hill” (“And the watchers on the mountain standing mute”) Vince Selleck sailed
Jezzabell. Brothers Geoff and Peter Wilson joined us from NSW with Brisk. And I think
Les “Lizard” Moyle had a Jay too.
One very good team who joined us in later years as we all began to improve was Gavin Agar
and his crew Nick Ganfield. It was a sign of recognition of our improvement as a fleet that
they were attracted to our club even though they lived closer to South of Perth. They used to
sail their boat, Tequila over to the club from Gav’s parents home which was on the
Applecross foreshore. They were gifted and won quite a lot of barometers.
Phil Harris was another stalwart of the section. He had two beautiful looking boats Magnum
and then Swallow. Phil went on to own Phil
Harris Marine and still sails 14 Footers
competitively today.
After several years together, Murray, who had
always been skinny, finally gained some weight
and out-grew me. He purchased Sonic, one of
the top Vee Jays from South of Perth. In later
life Murray headed off to Denmark for the quiet
life. Instead he soon found himself the major
stake-holder of Goundry Wines, travelling the
world and operating three offices. Today he still
dabbles in venture projects but chooses those
that allow a little more free time.
As crews became skippers, new crews came
onto the scene.
Geoff Clarke and ” Devil” on Big Mac

Murray’s younger brother Phil “Devil” began sailing with Geoff Clarke. He was called Devil
because at the time he was tiny and had a cheeky wit. He had graduated from Pelicans which
were a huge class at Nedlands. I remember Phil loved sailing with Geoff.
And the youngest of the Rowett dynasty, Wayne, helped me out in my final and most
successful year. I bought Big Mac from Geoff Clarke that year. Woody Allen’s joke that
half of life is about just “turning up” applied to that boat. It was so fast that often just
“turning up” was about all we had to do to win –the boat did the rest.
Brothers, Ken and Phil Judge landed on the beach in 1969. They had been given a dreadful
old boat as a gift and proposed to sail it. It was not suitable so it was a good thing when they
agreed to crew instead. Phil “Philly Judge” sailed with Peter and later Tony. Ken “Juggsy”
sailed with me before buying a boat of his own and sailing it with Bruce Bell. Ken went on
to sail in the winning America’s Cup yacht, Australia 11 and beyond that has had a
spectacular career as a lawyer and businessman. He now lives a fabulous lifestyle based in
Monaco. Phil was also involved in the Americas Cup as skipper of the famous Australian
tender Black Swan. He continues to skipper luxury motor yachts for millionaires all over the
world. Both brothers own homes in Nedlands (among other places) today.
Ken introduced his neighbour, Barry Smith to the Section too. Barry sailed with Rob Van
Helvoort for many, many years. They sailed Jays, Skates and Hobies together.
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Barry was always a good skipper in his own right. He purchased his own Hobie 16 when
Rob eventually hung up his spray jacket and continued sailing at the club into his forties.
A note from Barry:
One of my earliest sailing memories was when Ken, Phil and I rolled up with the old VJ you
referred to. All three of us hopped on and went out together. I spent the whole time sitting
between the two planks keeping Ken and Phil apart. It was blowing a gale, or so we thought
at the time (probably 15 knots).
After we had capsized for about the 20th time we were upside
down in the water and totally exhausted. Along came the rescue
boat and queried whether we needed any assistance. Phil had
enough by this time and answered yes. This made Ken see red and
he threatened to kill Phil if he didn't shut up. There was no way
Ken was going to accept a tow just because Phil and I were
suffering from exhaustion and hypothermia. I think this was about
the last time we sailed together. Luckily, shortly thereafter, Ken
joined up with you and Phil with Peter. A few weeks after that I
started with Rob and we both put up with each others inabilities
for another 22 years. After that I sailed his Hobie for a few more
Barry Smith
years before buying it from him.
When Rob and I sailed together we didn't use a lot of science. The first VJ National titles we
sailed in were at Nedlands. Rob thought he would show the light weather sissies from the east
how to sail in heavy weather.
The first heat was sailed in very strong conditions with no-one flying the spinnaker from
Brickie down to Dee Road. That didn't deter Rob. He ordered the kite up. We went from
30th to 3rd in the one leg. Unfortunately Rob then requested I jibe it for the reach across to
the club. By the time I had done this and we had righted the boat after your classic 'nose dive
and cartwheel with pike' we were 30th again. Still Rob was not to be deterred. Spinnaker on;
charge across the reach; hair on fire; back to 3rd. Jibe, nose dive, cartwheel, 30th again.
My father, an old sailor from way back, was on shore watching me for the first and last time.
After that effort he totally gave up on me and distrusted my sailing stories.
I cannot let this reflection pass without recalling the epic journey of 71. In 1971 Peter
Morgan, Philly Judge and Richard Ford set off for Sydney with two boats. It became an epic
journey. Their motor expired near Caiguna. Frantic phone calls back to Perth resulted in the
mounting of a monumental recovery mission. Phil’s dad actually purchased a replacement
car and carried it out to Caiguna on a truck; In keeping with the spirit of difficulty, the truck
somehow managed to hit two kangaroos and a camel on the way out; Mr. Judge then carried
the remains of the original car back to Perth –a round trip of 1500 kilometres. Adversity
seemed defeated when they arrived on time, but no; the boys’ return journey managed to
recapture its level of excitement near Norseman where the trailer jack-knifed, rolled over
twice and badly damaged the boat it was carrying.
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Big Mac, Vulcan and Hurricane
Devil, Geoff, Tony, Phil Judge, Paul Stewart, Richard Ford
Roadstop, Busselton Feb. 1972

Over those years we got to know each other well and enjoyed each others company greatly.
Camping together at regattas around the state, and travelling in convoy to several inter-state
Nationals brought us all close together as friends. As we grew too big for Vee Jays many of
us moved on to Skates. By about the mid seventies the core of our group had gone.
We passed the mantle to several new younger sailors including Tony Carr, Kim Rogerson
and David Steele.
There were of course many others who passed through the fleet during that era. I apologise
to those I have not mentioned. My notes are not a formal record. They are merely scratched
together from the sentimental memories of a Neddies teenager –assisted by the time-ravaged
brains of a few survivors of the period. I only hope that I have captured some of the spirit of
those special days and helped keep some of the flavour of that period alive.
They were good days. They were the relaxed, carefree days of our boyhoods.
To those of you who remember those days I have a special in-joke cheerio I’m sure you’ll
understand: “Hooray for you-oo! Hooray at last! Hooray for you-oo. You are the horse’s
arse! …….The horse-es a-r-s-e!”
Phil King …with a little help from my friends
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Skates – With the help of Ann Chivers
With the combination of Sydney experts such as Vince Minter for the hull design, J. Herrick
for the sales, R. Keating for the spars and Don Dixon, naval architect, the Skate Class was
launched in 1955. The name ‘Skate’ was appropriate because the yacht planes to windward in
a good breeze and had exceptional pace on a tight reach.
An outline of the statistics of the boat were length 14 ft, width 4ft, depth 18 inches and
minimum weight 100 lbs. The sail area was 85 square feet, mainsail 27 square feet, jib and 80
square feet maximum spinnaker. The hull could be built of any material, usually from marine
plywood and was noted for the ease of construction for amateurs.
Introduced to WA in the 1958-59 season, skates were raced regularly at Nedlands.
Although the class was not numerically strong in WA compared to the eastern states, the
standard of racing was particularly high as evidenced by several Western Australians winning
the Australian Championships.
Laurie Chivers had a remarkable career in the Skate
Class. After being a leading VJ skipper, he moved
into the Skate Class in the 1959-60 season, and had
the outstanding record with Ken Court after only
three seasons in the class sailing Venom of winning
the Australia, State and Nedlands Yacht Club
Championship each season. He later won the state
titles in 1965/66 and 1968/69. At the first Australian
Titles held at Nedlands, the blue ribbon award was a
trophy donated by the Swan Brewery that Western
Australian crews were successful in winning.
Other national title holders who sailed with NYC
were Neil Head and Ken Court sailing Valour in
1964/65 and in 1965/66 when the national
championships were sailed from NYC. N. Head was
successful sailing Valour with T. Bailey.
Barry Court won the State and Nedlands Skate Titles in 1962/63 and 1963/64 with his boat,
Epic. His forward hand was his brother, Richard aged 7 who progressed from the Pelican
Training Class that season.
The Le Maistre family showed interest from the commencement of Skates. Jack Le Maistre
was elected President of the Skate Association of W.A. in the 1962/63 season.
Successful NYC sailors to win state titles in this class included Neil Head and Tim Bailey
sailing Venom in 1966/67, Ray Wakelin and Warren Rock in 1967/68 sailing Glimpse, in
1970/71 Vic Court and Tim Bussemaker sailing Solo, 1971/72.
Multiple state winners in the 1970s in this class were Helen Court sailing Sir Henry in
1973/74 and 1974/75 and Geoff Bailey on Snorter was successful in the 1975/76, 1976/77
and 1977/78 seasons.
In 1963 when the National Skate Titles were held at NYC 12 boats came over from the east
to compete. ABW Channel 2 televised the Skate and VJ championships from NYC on Nov
28 1964 and Neil Head won the race sailing Valour.
NYC Yearbooks indicate the last season Skates sailed as a fleet at the club was in 1978/79.
Storage fees in 1976/77 for this section were $15.
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Moth Notes - Ron Stephen
The International Moth is a single-handed 3.35m (11ft) long, high-performance racing dinghy
ideal for sailors moving from junior classes. Not for the faint-hearted, the International Moth
is a development class with few restrictions, resulting in a continually evolving speed
machine now with narrow hulls and full tube wings.
The International Moth is an exhilarating and rewarding dinghy to sail in 5 to 25 knots. It is
well respected in the sailing community for producing good sailors who often move on to sail
49ers or l8ft Skiffs.
With competitive hulls weighing between 12-15kg and weighing about 35kg fully rigged the
International Moth has an incredible power-to-weight ratio producing a fast, lively boat. In
recent times, rigs have moved to camber induced pocket luffs with carbon fibre masts for
increased power and ease of sailing and rigging.
Shapes range from Scow to Skiff design. There is no minimum weight and hulls are
constructed from ply to divinycell.
NYC sailors include Laurie Chivers who wanted experience as he built Moths. Brian Pearce
built 150 Moths, several were for eastern states sailors.
In the late 1950’s there were several Moths sailing at other clubs. Ron Stephen had built a
Pelican for his son and decided to get involved in sailing himself. He built a Moth and was
instrumental in forming a fleet at NYC which blossomed rapidly and competition was fierce.
Ron Stephen took over from Brian Pearce as State
Secretary and State President for several years of the
Moth Section. In the early years and due to his hard
work the section developed from a small beginning to a
fairly large membership in 1964 when Jimmy English
took over as section chairman.
From 1964/65 season all boats had to have their names
displayed somewhere prominently on the hull. Moths
were a development class with few basic specifications
hence various styles were sailed in one class. In the late
1960’s wings were fitted (skiff type).
By the mid 1960’s there were 300 registered boats in
WA and 11 clubs sailing them. Nationals were sailed
yearly in different states with regular state regattas
from Geraldton to Walpole. There were 92 boats that
competed in the state championships when held at
NYC. NYC and Royal Freshwater used to contest team
races in this section.
In the 1967/68 season Nedlands held the Nationals
with all states competing and Brian Pearce sailing Redwings was the first Western Australian
to win the Australian title.
Over the years Nedlands has seen the fleet disappear, return and disappear again. They started
losing favour when the fibre glass Laser became popular and the narrower faster designed
Moth became harder to handle particularly for the novice.
The Pelican
The boat was first built in Western Australia in 1955 to satisfy the need for a safe children’s
boat, as well as provide a useful yacht tender particularly at Rottnest where it could also be
sailed. In its original form it could be sailed, rowed or equipped with an outboard motor.
However, it soon became popular as a competitive racing dinghy for junior sailors, and the
Pelican Sailing Association was formed to control and promote this aspect of the sport.
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The upper age limit for PSA sailing is 16 years, but size is often the limiting factor and most
children sailing are between 10 and 14 years. Crews can compete in regular racing at most
Clubs when they have demonstrated their competence to the satisfaction of the Training
Officers.
The Pelican is designed for home building and relatively few plywood boats are
professionally built. The PSA developed a fibreglass hull and aluminium mast and spars are
allowed. Barry Court said “once you mastered a Pelican the rest was easy”.
The WA Pelican Sailing Association was formed in 1964 – NYC was an affiliated member
and the 1964/65 Championships were conducted at NYC on a neutral course.
To encourage juniors, NYC, through the generosity of Jim Carroll, introduced the “Pelican
trainers” and actually built a fleet of Club Pelicans to enable young people to learn how to
sail.
There were also some private people who donated trainers. One was a Mr Bessell-Brown
who lived just up the road and who donated a Pelican for the Club and Richard Court was
able to use that to first learn how to sail.
In 1964 the club owned 5 pelicans for training. Those involved in Pelican training in the
1960s included Malcolm Bailey (practice starts), Vice
Commodore Barry Court (sailing tactics), Brian
LeMaistre (boat care and safety) and Commodore Ron
Stephen (abiding by club rules). During the 1964/65
season there were 25 boats in the training fleet. Safety
was always a consideration and crews were reminded –
Life Jackets at all times, NEVER leave your boat when in
difficulties and always ensure adequate bailing facilities
were carried.
The Pelican boys and girls formed the Guard of Honour
for the Governor at the official opening of the clubhouse
in October 1962.
In 1964/65 Bruce & Pam Griffiths were first brother and
sister combination to win a club championship – yacht
was Skipjack (pictured). Alfred Riley, a club stalwart,
donated a trophy for best junior club person and this was
won by Bruce & Pam Griffiths in successive years.
Brad Knight won the State Pelican Championships in
1968.
Storage fees in 1976/77 season at NYC were $15.
The Kitty Cat – Geoff Musto
Kitty Cats sailed at NYC from the early 1960s to the early 1980s. The ‘Kitty’ was considered
the baby of the Cat fleet, being 12’ long 6’9” wide and weighing 62.5 kgs, but in carrying
300 sq foot of sail (main 100, jib 50 and spinnaker 150), they were very fast and held many
records for 12 foot championships in WA and course records at Princess Royal Sailing Club.
Designed by John Young in New Zealand in the late 1950s, as a rule-beater to win the
Interdominian 12ft Skiff championships, its success led to catamarans being banned from the
event. After that they quickly took off in Australia commencing in Victoria and New South
Wales, they were introduced to WA when Syd Musto, long time Club starter built the first
one (Genet) for his son Ken in 1962 followed by another in 1963 (Caracal) for son, Geoff.
Numbers grew quickly and the fleet expanded around the country to Queensland and South
Australia and locally to East Fremantle YC. Kitties totalled up to 20 at NYC at their peak.
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In the 1965/66 Nationals at Parkdale, Genet came 1st and
2nd. This began a long dominance by WA Kitties. Some
nine National Championships and numerous seconds and
thirds were produced from the Nedlands fleet. Six of the
nine titles came in 1965/66 to 1973/74 period, five to the
Musto brothers and one to ‘Telstar’ sailed by NYC/EFYC
sailor Derry Sainsbury whose 1973/74 clean sweep of all
races (winning by margins from 5 to 16 minutes) was a
highlight.
National Titles of 1972/73 sailed at NYC saw a keenly
contested series in which Geoff Musto sailing ‘Caracal’
narrowly stole the coveted award from ‘Simba IV’ sailed
by Reid Edmeades.
In 1973/74 the Kitty fleet was comprised of
approximately 25% fibre glass yachts.
Pictured is Geoff Musto (skipper) and Geoff Webster
sailing their Kitty Cat, Caracal.

Manta Cats – Ric Fairey
First yacht in this section sailed at club in October 1966 and believed it would be included as
class that season. It became popular in the 1970’s.
The ‘Manta’ was designed in England by John Mazzatti. This was a stitch and glue plywood
torcher. ‘Manta’ cat was made to the B class rule which was 20’ long 10’ wide and 250 sq ft
sail including spars. Wally Sawyer and Ian Palmer built the first one in Australia. Wally
Sawyer and Rolly Tasker sailing Feline won a
World Championship in Sydney with this B Class
boat in 1965/66 and thus became the first NYC
club member to win a world championship.
This boat showed exceptional speed at a
Cockburn Sound Regatta back in the mid1960s.
The ‘Manta’ was later fitted with a spinnaker
adapted from an Yvonne. Eric in his quest to go
faster organised the adaptation, this also kept the
crew busy down wind. Also resulting in some
spectacular cartwheels and speeds in excess of 25
knots.
‘The Joker’ with an oversized spinnaker still holds
the speed record from Rockingham to Fremantle.
The ‘Manta’ sailed a fleet of about 12 boats from
the NYC for about 20 years. Only two fibreglass
versions were ever made, but in the latter years of
the class.
Early 1980’s saw the demise of the class as sailors
moved into Tornados
Eric Fairey Snr won the club championships in
1970-71, 1971-72 and 1973-74 sailing ‘The Joker’ and sailing ‘Tiger’ was successful in
1974-75, 1976-77 and 1977-78. His son, Ric Fairey won in 1975-76 sailing ‘The Joker’.
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YVONNE CATAMARAN – John Berry
Development
Charles Cunningham and his son Lindsay first started experimenting with catamarans in
1951. The first 18 ft catamaran was named Yvonne after Charlie’s daughter. Initial testing
resulted in an increase to 20 ft and adding v bottoms. A set of plans was drafted in 1954
allowing the Yvonne Class Catamaran to form the basis of the catamaran movement in
Australia. By late 1965 there were sufficient Yvonne class catamarans to warrant holding an
Australian Championship.
Statistics:
Length 6.1m; Beam 2.3m; Mainsail 12.8m2; Jib 4.8m2; Spinnaker 16.2m2;
Weight 159kg. Mainsail; Jib; Spinnaker; Crew of 2 (one on trapeze)

Construction was 3/16 ply over frames and stringers with oregon the usual choice for
framing, although cedar was often used for framing. A fibreglass bottom was developed and
used in some Victorian built boats an effort to simplify construction.
A fibreglass mould was developed in the late 1980s that simplified the construction method
and reduced maintenance requirements. As of July 1st 1997, the Yvonne Catamaran officially
adopted a new mainsail profile. The newly roachy main utilises the same mast section and
has maintained its 13m2 area while sacrificing 50mm in boom length.
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Foam sandwich hulls now out number the plywood hulls.
In Western Australia Six Yvonnes were built in WA in 1957 were originally sailed from the
Claremont Yacht Club. In 1961 the fleet changed to Nedlands Yacht Club where they were
building a big shed capable of holding 18 boats stacked two deep – thus improved facilities.
Puma won the National championships held at Nedlands in 1962-63 and was sailed by Bob
Sweetman and R. Maloney. In 1966/67 Co-re VI sailed by B. Waller and L. Herbert won the
Nationals when again held at NYC.
Barry Robson and Bob Sharp were members of NYC in 1960-61 when they sailed Alluna to
win the national championships at Victor Harbour in South Australia.
The Cruising Yacht Club of WA Championship in 1967-68 was won by Yvonne Catamaran
named Su-ton sailed by Brian LeMaistre and J. Powell (sailed at Rockingham). Pennant
donated to club at wake of Brian Le Maistre.
A number of new boats were built in the early seventies that revitalised the fleet. These
included Y 286 Roaring Forty (Kevin Hall) Y462 Sundancer (Wilf Serventy), and Y464
Putska (Bob Gadsdon) at Nedlands and Y454 Stirrer (Don Brown) at Rockingham.
Yvonnes sailed at Nedlands on Saturday afternoons up until 1984/85 season rigging up on the
grass in front of the rescue boat compound. Undercover storage for this fleet in 1976/77
season was $25. In 1982 there were 9 yachts racing from NYC.

Yvonnes at Nedlands 1975

Cinderrella (Bob Kershaw), Su-ton (John Berry), Chinnook (Tony Wilson), Puma, Wial-Cat,
Pacer (Terry Summerell)
Nedlands assisted the Cruising Yacht Club of Rockingham with the hosting of the 23rd
Australian Yvonne Championships in 1979, also 1976, 1982 and 1985
In February 1973 the Yvonne fleets from Nedlands and Rockingham sailed a Sunday Race
off Whitfords beach. A misplaced marker resulted in Su-Ton running across a reef and was
badly damaged as well as two other boats from Rockingham. It was repaired and continued to
race competitively until 1984 winning the Club title with Andy Prideaux and Paul Berry in
the early 1980s
In the mid to late 1970s the State Title series was sailed over 9 heats, four on the river and
five at Rockingham. To allow the use of Olympic courses on Melville water, races had to be
held once other classes had cleared the river which meant starts were often after 1600.
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By the early 1980’s this had reverted to seven race series using club courses. The Cruising
YC sailors often referred to the river as the duck pond – they were spoilt sailing at
Rockingham for the rest of the season. It did not seem to affect the results however as TCYC
boats dominated the State titles. Bob Kershaw in Cinderella won the 1970/71 State Title, but
another Nedlands crew did not win until John Berry and Doug Turner in a much re-built
Puma won by one point in 1982/83.
The requirement for an average of 6 starters to maintain section status at NYC presented a
challenge at times, but by the early 1980’s this was being handed comfortably with 10 – 12
boats on occasions. However the aging fleet and demands of family and work saw the end of
the section at Nedlands come very quickly.
The last Yvonne State Title race to be held at NYC was Sunday 10 February 1985 and the
last club race was sailed early in March 1985.
After the last State Title in mid - March I was not able to sail and I went down to the Club to
see how thinks were going. It was quite stunning to look down from the flag deck on the start
tower and see no Yvonnes being rigged by the tree.
The Yvonne section built the basis of the current rescue boat shed for storage of their yachts.
Most Yvonne sailors suffered ‘Yvonne back’ from lifting boats off trailers to the grass and
then from the grass to the water. Many of the trailers were built to keep the boats well off the
road as they were frequently trailed over unsealed roads, especially those travelling interstate.
A fully rigged dry catamaran, assuming minimum hull weight weighed in around the 450lb
mark, so lifting them out of the water at the end of a long race was a test until Terry
Summerell built a trolley in the early 1980s that made life considerably easier. By the mid
1970s many of the older boats were showing the signs of age as they had been built preepoxy glues. As a consequence many of them leaked and had to be bailed out, particularly
after sailing in a strong breeze, when they tended to leak around the deck beam seams. The
outstanding exception was Bob Kershaw’s magnificently crafted “Cinderella”. One afternoon
as the mandatory gallon or two or three was being sponged out from the hulls, Bob made a
great show of unscrewing an inspection port tipping the corner of his handkerchief into the
hull and attempting to wring water from it. Not a drop was to be seen.
The marathon in 1974 turned out to be just that. The course was a large triangle based on
Lucky Bay spit Dee Road and Foam Spit. The breeze was reasonable and we thought it
would all be over by mid afternoon – until we found that the first lap had taken almost an
hour – and there were still eight laps to go! We finished in the dark tired, hungry and thirsty
and determined to use a different course next year!
For the unwary an Yvonne was a handful going down wind in a strong breeze. They were
notorious for “going down the mine”. It was not uncommon to drive the hulls right under and
there were numerous examples of crews sitting in the water waiting for the hulls to resurface.
Capsizes
A capsize in an Yvonne often meant the end of the race and waiting for the rescue boat to
assist with the recovery. Sometimes having the mast stuck in the mud proved a real test. After
a total capsize near Lucky bay the Puma team could not shift the boat and it seemed not to be
drifting so the skipper settled down to await rescue, but not his crew. After a few minutes
Doug Turner removed his trapeze harness and buoyancy vest disappeared over the side and
did not reappear for a couple of minutes. Skipper gets worried. Finally Doug surfaces
“Where have you been?” asked a relieved skipper.
“Just checking to see if we were stuck in the mud.” came the reply, “We’re not.”
Free diving in murky water to the top of the mast 8m below was not something this skipper
ever contemplated!
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Yvonne Catamaran State Championship Results in Western Australia

Year
1957/58

First

1971/72

Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y133 Imp (Y36) Bob
Sampson
Y315 Puma (Y21) Bob
Sweetman
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y307 Co-Re VI (Y41)
Barry Waller
Y316 Huntress (Y40)
Dave Fletcher
Y307 Co-Re VI (Y41)
Barry Waller
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y285 Kitten (Y42) Bill
Schulstad
Y384 Cinderella (Bob
Kershaw)
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1972/73

Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1973/74

Y270 Katraz Peter Godley

1974/75

Y285 Mach 1 Rob
McGowan
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1958/59
1959/60
1960/61
1961/62
1962/63
1963/64
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68
1968/69
1969/70
1970/71

1975/76
1976/77

Second

Third

Cheetah (Shearwater) Dr.
G Davies
Cheetah (Shearwater) Dr.
G Davies
Y201 Riot (Y29) Alan
Ward
Y200 Kewarra (Y32)
Bruce Rowley
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y79 Alluna (Y24) Barry
Robson
Y133 Imp (Y36) Bob
Sampson
Y306 Su-ton (Y39) Kevin
Marsh
Y277 Little Joe (Y38) Eric
Fairy
Y133 Earthshaker (Y36)
Vic Russell
Y317 FelixII (Y25) Colin
Kelman
Y306 Su-ton (Y39) Brian
LeMaistre
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y315 Puma (Y21) Jim
MacDonald
Y384 Cinderella (Bob
Kershaw)
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y428 Tabby Duncan
Taylor
Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy
EQUAL 1ST
Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy

Y87 Chatrois (Y26) G.
Eickhorn
Y45 Dolphin (Y23) Barry
Hymus
Y200 Kewarra (Y32)
Bruce Rowley
Y87 Chatrois (Y26) Tony
Cicerrello
Y315 Puma (Y21) Bob
Sweetman
Y133 Imp (Y36) Bob
Sampson
Y201 Riot (Y29) Alan
Ward

1979/80

Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1980/81

Y448 Caduceus Jeff Cook

Y286 Roaring 40 Bill
Norris
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

1981/82

Y454 Stirrer Don Brown

Y286 Roaring 40 Bill

1977/78
1978/79

Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy
Y285 Mach 1 Bob Speedy

Y317 FelixII (Y25) Colin
Kelman
Y306 Su-ton (Y39) Kevin
Marsh
Y307 Iona II (Y41) Ken
Waller
?
?
Y285 Kitten (Y42) Bill
Schulstad
Y270 Mistral Ode Saw
Y460 Putska Bob Gadsten
Y285 Mach 1 Rob
McGowan
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y271 Walkabout III Rod
Bryant
Y270 Katraz Peter Godley
Y462 Sundancer Colin
Lawrence
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown
Y448 Caduceus Jeff Cook
Y474 Sebala Fred Hansen
Y285 Mach 1 Neil Mason
Y315 Puma John Berry
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Norris
Y472 Tigress Les Cousins
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris
Y498 Excellerator Jeff
Cook
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

1982/83
1983/84
1984/85

Y315 Puma John Berry
Y454 Stirrer Don Brown
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

1985/86
1986/87

Y498 Excellerator Ken
Waller
Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

1987/88

Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall
Y457 Allikat Peter Godley

1988/89

Y457 Allikat Peter Godley

Y501 Ricochet Bill Norris

Y454 Stirrer Don Brown
Y315 Puma John Berry
Y315 Puma John Berry
Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall
Y285 Mach 1 Neil Mason
Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall
Y493 Sundowner Dave
Randall

Note on sail numbers: Sail numbers displayed by early Western Australian built Yvonnes did not
match the plan number. From the 1974/75 season boats were required to show the sail number which
corresponded to the number of the plan from which it was built. The correct numbers are shown first,
with the number used up until 1974/75 in brackets.

Tornado – Brian Lewis
The IYRU held trials at Sheppey, Kent, England to define the “A” and “B” class catamarans.
For the B class there were 17 entries from all over the world including U.K., Holland, France,
Germany, U.S.A. and Australia. Australia was represented by Peter Blaxland and Ron
Burrows on two Cunningham designed Quest Bs.
The Tornado was a scaled down design from a C Class known as “Thunder” built by Rodney
March just months prior to the IYRU trials.
The hulls were proportionally smaller than the Thunder with the mast and rigging designed
by Terry Pearce from IYE (Spar and beam makers) and sails developed by Reg White (later
to win three World
Championships and the
first Olympic Gold).
With its high aspect rig
and lack of front
crossbeam, the Tornado
was faster in light and
flat and strong wind and
rough sea conditions.
There were actually two
types of Tornados at the
trials. One like we have
today and the second
featuring
only
a
mainsail fixed to an
unstayed wing mast
about 15 inches deep.
The wing mast was much faster in light conditions, however broke in the heavier conditions,
leaving only the Tornado we know today to dominate.
This boat was sailed by Reg White and Bob Ross (U.K. Yachting journalist).
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The original boats were built by the “tortured ply” method simply cutting out the two sides
from 3/16” ply, fibre glassing the keel at various set angles down the length of it and then
bending (torturing carefully) the sides up to fit in a deck jig, then fitting bulkheads etcetera ,
about 300 hours later you have a Tornado!!
Jim Dachtler was on of the early West Australian Tornado converts too and won an
Australian Championship.
Brian Lewis won 8 National titles and 23 State titles with Warren Rock, Barry Robson, Phil
Snook, Barry Winterbourn and Phil Stewart. Brian and Warren represented Australia in
Canada in 1976 and came 4th.
In 1980 Brian Lewis and Barry Robson were selected for Olympics but prevented from going
to Moscow by the Australian Yachting Federation and pressure from Malcolm Fraser. Earlier
that year Brian and Barry had won the European Championship held in Italy beating all the
later medallists of Tallin, Russia.
Brian Lewis was also three times runner up in Tornado World Championships.
Barry Winterbourn and Rod Hodgkin won the National Championship at Busselton in
2002/2003.
State Champions include Rod Hodgkin and John McNamara, Alan Gamble, Barry
Winterbourn (four times) and Gwyn Cracknell.
John Flower and John Duncan were instrumental in getting a Tornado fleet going at
Nedlands. The NYC Mast came from ‘CATALESTER’ owned and skippered by J Flower,
the founding president of the TORNADO Assn. and long time member (25 years) of NYC.
John was a regular Officer of the Day and served on the Swan River Management
Committee. John won 4 Cock of the Swan Titles.
In 1971/72 the Tornados became a separate class and the Open Division Catamarans
continued concentrating mainly on the smaller, single handed cats.
NYC Year Books record Tornadoes as sailing from 1973/74 season until 1988 on Sunday
afternoons. Undercover storage fees in 1976/77 season were $25 for this fleet. They again
sailed as a fleet in 1995/96 season.

Mirror Dinghy - Jock Sclater
The Mirror dinghy was the result of a competition run by the UK Daily Mirror Newspaper for
a car topped dinghy for amateur construction. A design by Jack Holt was the winner and
given the name ‘Mirror” with the newspaper holding the copyright.
The design was a substantial departure from dinghy construction. It was supplied from a
licensed supplier as a complete kit, i.e. with everything needed to build the boat and fitted out
ready to sail. The only thing not included was paint. The hull was supplied as pre-cut panels
that were ‘stitched’ together with copper wire and the stitch joint was taped over with fibre
glass tape to seal the joints. Timber for thwarts, gunwales, etc. was supplied, profiled but had
to be cut to length. A comprehensive set of measurements were given to allow checking to
achieve the correct hull shape. Other features of the design were the gaffe rig to allow storage
of the spars inside the hull and the very obvious red sails. Rowlocks and oars were supplied
with the kit and the hull could be rowed quite successfully. Two mast steps were provided
allowing for single handed sailing under main only.
Blockey of Melbourne was given the Australian licence and in the mid 1960s Max Law of the
Sailing Centre (a NYC member) became the WA distributor for Blockey kits. Max also
supplied the Mirror kit as a built up unpainted hull for the buyer to complete and would also
supply completely fitted out boats. Many Mirrors were home built and hopefully to the ‘one
design’ standard.
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The red sails which identify the Mirror appeared
in Australia soon afterwards, and the first fleet in
WA began at Nedlands Yacht Club in 1968 and
sailed on Saturday afternoons. In the middle of
1972 there was a well developed Mirror Section
regularly sailing about 25 Mirrors. The local class
organisation had been established and the Mirror
A Class Association of Australia (MCAA) was
running national championships.
NYC was the only river club sailing Mirrors at
that time. One of the most important members in
the section was the measurer (Ken Baggaley)
whose job it was to ensure the boats and sails
adhered to the specifications. Perhaps more
importantly at that time was his role in giving
advice and if needed assistance to people building
their own boats.
Michael Seal, who sailed in alternate races with
his wife or one of his four daughters as crew, had
an English kit that he had brought out with him
from the UK. The Powell family also had two
English kits, these being ‘Puss 37426’ and ‘My Mischief 43426’. As far as I can recall all
other boats were from Australian kits.
At that time the Mirror was definitely a family boat. Most boats were crewed by an adult and
a related child. It was essentially a training dinghy and usually the first boat for many of the
people who bought them. This is fitted in well with the then ethos of the club.
Racing was the way to learn to sail at NYC and at that stage it was not long before the Mirror
section went from ‘off the cuff’ advice to a more structured training program.
Numbers built up fairly rapidly and in 1977-78 Mirrors were split into two fleets, A & B both
sailing on Saturday afternoons. The standard of A Fleet was high and became very
competitive. B Fleet was for beginners and those who did not want to tackle the longer, more
exposed courses sailed by the A Fleet. A Fleet started first with B Fleet starting 5 minutes
longer.
The rapid rise in numbers and the decision to run two fleets brought NYC into conflict with
certain other sailing interests. Noises were heard about the ‘red rash’ and the ‘picket fence’.
The reach from Squadron Buoy to Dee Road, sailed on starboard greatly upset other sailors,
especially cruisers heading down the river from Royal Perth, in particular. It was deemed
necessary for the Rescue Boats to shepherd the fleet across the river. Through the Swan River
Racing Committee, attempts were made to limit the size of the Nedlands fleet and their right
of access to full courses on Melville Water. Eric Fairey was the NYC delegate to the SWRC
at the time and fought strenuously and successfully to preserve sailing rights for small
dinghies and in particular, the mirrors.
Further expansion saw the A Fleet rise to a regular start line of 35 to 38 boats. B Fleet
numbers were limited to 50 boats that had to sail regularly to maintain their place on the B
Fleet start line. The better boats were always encouraged to sail with the A Fleet but there
was no compulsion to move up. A formal training effort was mounted as C Fleet on Saturday
mornings with about 18 to 20 boats.
In 1971 John Pratt won the Australian Junior Mirror Championships.
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All through the 1970s the start box on a Saturday was manned by two stalwarts of the Mirror
Fleet, Peter Lawson and Ken Baggaley. Two of Lawson’s teenagers and one Baggaley sailed
in A Fleet boats.
WA and therefore the Mirror Section at NYC became the National Committee of the MCAA
in 1978 with the responsibility for the second World Mirror Championships to be held in
1980. The first world championships in Holland had been run and overseen by a coterie of
the English Mirror Association whose authority derived from their position as the mouthpiece
implied, if not real, for the copyright holder. Measurement for the first worlds had disclosed
several differences in measurement between the Australian boats and the rest. The English
body took a very hard line on this but were tolerant of other points in their fleets which the
Australian team felt inadmissible.
The new MCAA Committee was determined to ensure that all measurement problems were
resolved prior to the ‘second worlds’. One of the major problems was that the Australian
boats had fittings that differed from those on English derived boats. This was due, at least in
part to Blockey substitution of parts not available in Australia though some may have been
substituted to keep the price down, or may be just to keep the profits up. The Australian
position was that these fittings were supplied in a kit from the licensed maker and therefore
legal. The Poms would have nothing of it. A personal visit to the UK by the President of the
MCAA, NYC member, Cyril Barcham, was judged by him a social success but a complete
failure from a business point of view. Discussion was not an option.
The MCAA Committee then asked RPYC Commodore Langoulant to make representations
on behalf of the MCAA and NYC whilst he was in the UK on AYF business. Again there
was to be no discussion. The MCAA organising committee then decided to go ahead with the
measurement rules as understood in Australia. The English MCA decided it would not send a
team to the worlds at NYC.
The winner of the inaugural worlds was an Englishman, Roy Partridge, about 60 years old.
He was determined to sail to defend his title and other English sailors wanted to make the
trip. Finally five crews joined the Mirror Association of Malta and entered. Other teams
entered were from Ireland, Holland and a single boat from Japan sailed by a couple on their
honeymoon. A team from South Africa entered but because of the ban on sporting events
involving South Africa, they were refused entry visas. The club patron, Sir Charles Court,
tried hard to overcome this but was unsuccessful.
The MCAA National Mirror Championships was held at NYC over Christmas/New Year in
1979/80. This was also the selection series for a team of 5 boats to represent Australia in the
Mirror Worlds sailed from NYC in January 1980. Two NYC boats were selected, either JL2
or the Saint skippered by Max Barcham with Brook Dixon as crew and the second was
Erewan skippered by Keith Sclater with Ian Burrough as forward hand. Erewan finished
second overall to one of the English boats. The ‘Malteesers’ brought their boats with them
and they were a revelation, rigged to a degree of sophistication that had not been seen in
Australia. In particular, they all had inboard sheeting, i.e. jibs sheeted on the inner edge of the
tank tops, as opposed to gunwale sheeting that Australia thought the rules demanded. The
Sclater boat was taken home between the Nationals and the Worlds and ‘sailed’ up and down
the street on his trailer while an attempt was made to get benefit from sheeting down on the
tank top.
The 21st Australian Championships of the Class was held in season 1986/87 at Nedlands
Yacht Club from December 27-January 2. This was a significant event as was used as a
World Championship Selection Series.
An official representative from the London Daily Mirror attended the Worlds and took the
copyright holder a full report on the Championships.
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The upshot was that the Mirror Association elected a new committee. The last season that
Mirrors qualified as a class fleet in NYC was in 1993/94 season.
The demise of Mirrors at NYC was possibly due to several factors. There was a management
decision to limit the number of registered mirrors to 123 in 1979 and at the same time to
encourage more interclub involvement. Freshwater Bay Yacht club already had a fleet and
had employed a coach. A few of the better sailors went across and a few joined Claremont
where a new fleet had started.
Due to the economic situation in 1988, sailing and in fact most sports had a greatly reduced
membership. The introduction of all day Saturday trading meant that many young members
were encouraged to work all day Saturday. Many parents of young members were cruiser
sailors and their children tended to join the Manly fleet where there was an age limit of 16
years. Mirrors tendered to be sailed by teenagers who had to compete with part time
employment and study commitments.
David Gellatly and Ken Baggaley tried to keep the fleet alive by building a Mirror at the boat
show and raffling it off after the show. The funds allowing them to buy some second hand
boats for training and they started classes in the hope it would attract sailors into the class.
There were many takers for the classes but very little net results for their efforts.

Hobie Catamarans at NYC - Phil Smythe
Designed by Hobie Alter of California USA and released in 1968, the Hobie 14 was the first
successful mass produced fibreglass catamaran. The Hobie 14 (a cat rigged single handed
craft) was joined a year later by the sloop rigged Hobie 16.
The Hobie 14 first appeared at NYC in early 1972 and gained fleet status for the 1972/73
season with the H16 gaining fleet status the following year. On Opening Day 1973 there were
almost 20 Hobies starting.
The class rapidly gained popularity with young (under 30 years of age) skippers reaching a
top of 44 starters on opening day 1978/79 with an average of over 30 for that season.
The H16 tended to attract older crews and with numbers reaching around 20 each week for
the same 1978/79 season.
In those days both Hobie fleets sailed on Saturdays with the rigging area being the large grass
area at the northern end of the club. This area often filled up and overflowed onto the park
outside the club grounds. Large numbers of girlfriends, wives and kids provided plenty of
appreciated club helpers and a great social atmosphere
The crowded rigging area led to the 16's changing to Sunday sailing for the 1981/82 season.
This led to somewhat of a social 'split' in the Hobie fleet that continued even when the 14's
eventually changed to Sunday sailing.
The introduction of twilight sailing on Wednesdays in the daylight saving season of 1974/75
was a huge success with Hobie sailors. The poor souls on bar duty were lucky to leave the
club by 11:00 pm. The popularity of twilight sailing remained for a few more seasons but
eventually waned.
As young skippers were predominant in the H14 fleet the advent of sailboards took away the
supply of new sailors and fleet status was lost by the late 1980s.
Being more family oriented the Hobie 16 fleet has managed to maintain sailing numbers at
around 20 for almost 30 years.
There were however a couple of events that did threaten the stability of the H16 fleet. The
first was in 1983 when a special offer was made by the dealer for WA sailors to purchase new
H16 sails for about half price. Several took up the offer only to find that a new cut of sail was
introduced very soon afterwards. The new main was a little bigger and higher in the roach
and did provide an advantage.
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The second was a couple of years later when the manufacturers decided to reduce the weight
of new boats by almost 20 kilos thus making them faster. At the following state
championships a couple of 'underweight' crews refused to carry extra weight as they claimed
that it was already built in to their 'older and heavier' boats. True as it was they were still
disqualified which led to a couple of walkouts and a fair amount of dissention.
Some skippers did leave as a result of these events but the arrival of an enthusiastic Steve
Field from the USA and Brett Dryland as WA dealer saw the H16 fleet remain strong.
Other changes in more recent times (such as the introduction of integrated cross beams) also
led to increased boat speed but were well accepted by the sailors.
NYC has produced a number of national champions.
Hobie 14'
1977/78 and 1978/79 Phil Smyth
In 1983/84 season Geoff McLean sailing Tru Blu won the Hobie 14 club championship and
consistency. He also won the State Championships that year.
During 1983/84 the 6 batten mainsail replaced the original 5 batten mainsail. The section was
also lobbying for sailing on both Saturday and Sunday to enable the establishment of the
Turbo fleet (standard H14 with jib and trapeze).
Hobie 16's
1976/77 Kevin Ager
1981/82 Ken Allen
1987/88 Brett Dryland
1996/97 Steve Field
1999/00 Gavin Colby
2000/01 Darren Smith
2001/02 Gavin Colby
2003/04 Gavin Colby
National Hobie Championships were held at NYC over Christmas New Year recess in
1981/82 season. National champions were Ken and Joan Allen
Along with winning numerous international events Gavin Colby has also won 2 H16 world
championships sailing with Simone Mattfield and this year finished second out of about 180
competitors. The closest NYC got to a H14 world champion was in 1974 when Brad Jones
took second place.
Some early Hobie 14 skippers
still sailing at NYC in order of
longevity
include
Dave
Feldman, now with 125's, Phil
Smyth, Jim Hennessy, Aileen
Armstrong and Phil King.
In order of longevity early Hobie
16 skippers still sailing at NYC
are Peter Hancock and Graeme
Lithgo back with H16 after an
absence, Barry Winterbourne
now in Tornado's, and Matt
Falkner who has been around for
yonks. Darren Smith claims that
he can go back the furtherest as
he crewed on a H16 for Ray
Armitage in 1975 when only 6
years old.
Kevin (Electric Jaw) Page of H14 fame won the Windrush Nationals in 1977 on a borrowed
boat never having sailed one before.
State champions in both H14 and H16 include Brad Jones, Phil Smythe, Rob Binnedel, Mal
McKercher (also won the first Cat Classic which was sailed on Perth Water).
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National E - Glen Matson
Promoted in Western Australia by Merton Bennett of Sailmakers W.A. the 4.5m double chine
Jack Holt designed E was embraced in the late 1960s by a group of enthusiasts in the
Mandurah – Safety Bay areas. Sailors in the Perth area became involved in the early 1970s.
An association was formed and class
racing took place from the Safety Bay
Yacht Club.
With a view to growing class numbers
the Lazy E Association approached the
Nedlands Yacht Club seeking admission
as a class in its own right. The E’s were
accepted in the 1974-75 season and
sailed on Saturday afternoons. At this
time NYC had two large fleets of Mirror
Dinghies and the administration of the
West Australian Lazy E Association
hoped that young Mirror sailors would
move up to the trapeze equipped Lazy E.
In its 19 years as a class at NYC the
expected graduation of Mirror sailors to
the Lazy E did not occur and from peak
fleet numbers of about 14 the number
sailing regularly dwindled in the 1990s to the point where class status was lost.
The remaining yachts were sailed in a mixed fleet off yardstick ratings. In 1985/86 it became
known as the National E and was sailed as a class until 1992/93 at Nedlands, the last seasons
on a Sunday afternoon
The E members contributed to the social and administrative side of NYC in a very positive
manner providing Commodores Rod James 1979-82, David Nuttall 1994-97 and Harry Weir
1997-1999. (Harry had graduated to the cruising fleet.) Other well known NYC sailors
included Sam & Joan Brown, Jack Austin and his sons. All voluntary aspects of club life
from works committee, social committees, starting box duties, canteen administration, bar
duties and rescue duties were enthusiastically embraced and so from relatively small fleet
numbers a disproportionate contribution to the overall well being of the Nedlands Yacht Club
was made.
Though small in fleet number there was significant expertise displayed both in National Lazy
E championships and in intra fleet events hosted by the Mounts Bay Sailing Club and NYC.
In 1974-75 the small fleet of Es at NYC provided the National Champion in Tartan Maid
sailed by Rod James with Glen Matson forward. That series was hosted by Perth Flying
Squadron. In defence of their National Title, Rod & Glen managed a creditable 3rd place on
Port Phillip Bay, Melbourne.
Further success at the National Level was achieved by Glen Matson (skipper) and Gary
Matson in Nonsuch who were runners-up for National Titles in series sailed from the
Koombana Bay S.C. in 1984-85 and NYC in 1989-90.
Success came to the E Class in the Hector Waller Memorial Regatta with Gary Matson
winning the HMAS Perth Memorial Trophy in 1981 and 1982. This was no mean feat as a
multiple National Champion and a former World GP14 Champion were vying for that same
trophy. In February 1979 the Lazy E Class won the fleet handicap honours in the Medium
Performance section of the Hector Waller Memorial Race; a fine achievement considering the
overall fleet comprised 150 sailing craft.
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On that day, Rod & Cassie James just pipped the best of the 420s in the mixed medium
performance fleet and took home a very nice Ship’s Bell for their fastest effort.
One year earlier in 1978 the Lazy E Class won the handicap honour in the three of a kind
regatta sailed annually at the Mounts Bay Sailing Club.
So on and off the water the Lazy E members made a significant contribution to NYC from
1974 until 1999.
Comments from other section members confirm the Es had a very social atmosphere and
enjoyed competing in many interclub and National Championships in different states and
remember the dramas of towing their boats across the Nullarbor before the road was sealed.

Paper Tiger Catamaran - Rod Bryant
The Paper Tiger, 17 years after being designed in New Zealand by Ron Given, is still proving
to be the most competitive 14’ (4.26m) catamaran in Australia but unfortunately not in WA.
Other statistics, Beam 2.13m; Min weight 49.89kg; Height 6.78m; Sail area 9.29sq m.
The Paper Tiger is a strict one design boat with any changes class rules requiring approval by
a World Council and only after a ballot of all financial members of affiliated associations.
This has ensured that older boats have remained competitive and retain their re-sale value.
The Paper Tiger was designed with the amateur builder in mind, an Australian and Interdominion champion built his own boat. The boat is easily constructed in plywood over a male
mould and the centreboards and rudders provide one area for experimentation. The Paper
Tiger is an exciting but forgiving boat for the young, the older and the lady skipper, while the
competitive yachtsperson can tweak the boat to a high level of performance.
The Paper Tiger is also available from professional builders in fibreglass and foam sandwich
construction. These boats can be
purchased complete or in kit
form.
The main concentration of Paper
Tigers in WA was found at the
Nedlands Yacht Club. The class
has a very active association with
regular weekend racing and
tuning sessions through the year.
At NYC, Paper Tigers sailed
initially in the mixed catamaran
fleet during the 1974/75 season.
After a few seasons four people
got together and built boats for
fleet racing on a Saturday
increasing to a good sized fleet of about 12 boats in the 1980s. During this time Ken Best,
one of the original four, was the most dominant skipper, State Champion 1975-1980. Glen
Huxtable sailing Sir Rodney in the 1978 Hector Waller Race won from two other Paper
Tigers.
Phil Snook won a National Championship in 1985/86 when NYC hosted the championships
for a small fleet by Paper Tiger standards of about 25 boats. At this time Nationals over East
were attracting fleets in excess of 100 boats but yachties found travelling to WA or
Queensland a big problem.
In the 1984/85 season the Paper Tiger Association approached NYC to change sailing days to
Sunday to try and stimulate growth which it did with a small increase until the class lost 3 or
4 members before collapsing in the late 1980s.
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The International Fireball - Cliff Green
This yacht was and is a high performance twoperson centreboard dinghy with a trapezing crew.
The class was the most prolific of its type sailing
on Perth waters in the late seventies and early
eighties and was designed to bridge the gap
between the small family centre boarders (eg
Mirrors) and the larger, more expensive classes.
The English designer, Peter Milne, had three
objectives: low cost, simplicity of construction and
unequalled performance for price and waterline
length.
The hull and sail plan were one design with room
for some innovation in non-performance areas such
as deck shape and cockpit layout.
A Fireball was approximately 5 metres long with a
beam of 1.4 metres. It had a minimum weight of
just under 80 kg, a mainsail area of 8.2 square
meters, a jib area of 3.3 square metres and a
spinnaker 13 square metres.
The Fireball was designed to be easily built in timber. However, by the mid eighties, boats
were predominately of a professionally built fibreglass sandwich construction.
As a high performance planing scow, the Fireball was stable and forgiving, which made it not
only fun but an excellent platform on which to introduce people to trapezing on a high
performance dinghy.
In Western Australia, the Fireball was introduced in 1972 to Royal Perth YC by Gordon
Lucas who had sailed one in Britain. John Cassidy and Roger Jeffery organized boats and
there was a small fleet sailing in the 73-74 season at RPYC. Many people followed.
At the World Championships in Adelaide in Feb 1974, John Cassidy won with Gordon Lucas
in third place. At the Australian Championships held at Frankston Victoria in 1974-75, the
following summer, John again won with Gordon third.
National Championships were held in WA at Royal Perth YC in 1979-80 and at Fremantle
SC in 1988-89.
The class was introduced to Nedlands Yacht Club in approximately 1975 and was sailed there
until 1985 when that fleet moved to Fremantle SC to gain more ocean and open water
experience.
Ian Steele, Cliff Gibson, Murray Pennifold, John Prott, The Anderson Family (Peter, John,
Geoff and later Judy, Susan and Martin) and Ernie Evans are all names that were involved
with Fireballs at Nedlands in the late seventies.
In the eighties, additional names involved at Nedlands were: Miles and Sue Dracup, Dave
Powell and Peter Watkins, Cliff Green & Bruce Mattinson (State Champions for NYC in
1985-86), Mark Hansen, David Luketina, Graham Home, Russell and Karen Dawes amongst
many others.
As the fleet racing alternated weekly between Nedlands YC and Royal Perth YC, there were
also many other familiar Fireball faces at Nedlands who were members of RPYC.
The State Championships were held at Nedlands in the 1981-2 season. The fleet actively
supported the Geographe Bay, Walpole and Geraldton Regattas over the Australia Day,
Labor Day and Easter weekends, respectively, for many years.
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Cruisers
It was decided to admit Trailer Sailers in 1976 with a maximum length of 6.7m. This was
increased to 7.3m later to 8.5m and abolished in 2003. Concern is often expressed that the
section might take the emphasis from dingy sailing as has happened in some other clubs.
Many older members wanted to take a more leisurely and less strenuous attitude to sailing
while their offspring sailed dinghies or cats.
A fleet commenced sailing in 1977/78 season and officially changed name from Cruising to
Cruiser Section in 1982. The following season they had two fleets, Cruiser A and B. These
fleets sailed on Sunday afternoons.
Before a satisfactory ramp was in place small fixed keel boats were stored at the Perth Flying
Squadron with reciprocal sailing rights. Some members who owned larger cruising
catamarans and trimarans kept them on moorings or in pens near the old jetty.
However, in 1977 PFS stated to insist that they participate in their sailing program and
pressure was put on the club to improve the launching and retrieval situation.

Manly Juniors
The Manly Junior was designed by Ralph Tobias for the Manly Yacht Club, NSW, as a
training boat for their 14ff skiffs. It has since been adopted by many clubs throughout
Australia as a junior training boat. The Manly Junior is the only fully-rigged dinghy of its
size with a jib, mainsail and spinnaker. The Manly Junior Sailing Association of Australia is
active in ensuring that the class rules are in keeping with technological advances, Hence there
have been small changes to the design over the years mainly in the area of safety and
buoyancy. Fibreglass hulls were introduced in 1981.
The Manly Junior provides the basic training and confidence that enables young sailors to go
on to the more comprehensive and exciting classes in senior sailing. The upper age limit for
the class is sixteen (16) years. There is no lower age limit. Some youngsters start crewing at
the age of eight years and there have been one or two who have successfully started earlier.
There are many “brother-sister”, “sister-sister” and “boy-girl” crew combinations in Manly
Juniors. The Manly Junior hull weighs only 32kg and the fully-rigged boat can easily be
carried by two junior sailors. Plans for the first Manly in WA were brought over by Ron
Stephen although the first boat built was not sailed at NYC.
Short races on Saturday mornings in the 1977/ 78 season were organised and proved popular
following the training classes. This led to a meeting in March to develop a Manly Junior
section as there were nine boats. First Manly yacht registered at NYC was Lik Lik in the
1977/78 season. The yachts came
over in mass from Perth Flying
Squadron due to the better launching
facilities at Nedlands. This was
largely due to the efforts of Chris
Case who was then a member of PFS.
A major factor in the Manly Boom
began in 1980 was the personalised
trainings sessions by David Scott who
was also a contributor to Mainsheet
during his time at the club.
National Championships were held at
NYC in seasons 1987/88, 1990/91, 1993/94 and 1999/2000.
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The 125 Story at N.Y.C - Kevin Hall
At a boat show held on the Nedlands Yacht Club foreshore in 1978 Jim Atkinson was
showing off his 125 dinghy. This was believed to be only the second one in WA – the first
being built by Ron Hill from the Perth Flying Squadron. Ron Hill was known for his
involvement with Rainbows at the time many classes were on display at the show and Kevin
Hall was seeking a dinghy to “teach his kids to sail”.
The 125 had everything – came in a kit, strictly one class, had a decent kite and most
importantly a trapeze. If you built it yourself you saved the cost of boat builder.
It was firmly established in all other states and grew rapidly throughout Australia. The 125
was based on a Mirror dinghy originally – the main similarities being the construction
method. In almost every other department there were no comparisons. The insignia was
conceived by Blockey simply rolling the Mirror
insignia on its side.
The 125 is sailed by a skipper and crew on trapeze;
exciting, competitive and perfect for learning sound
sailing skills especially for juniors moving up from
training class boats. The boat has the ability to plane
upwind.
The third (known) 125 was built by Kevin Hall and in
the season 1979-80 the 125’s were given a start at
NYC in the mixed dinghy fleet. There was a large
contingent of Corsairs from the Army, Max Law in
his “Miracle” – a large Mirror, and two or three 125s.
Humble beginnings!
Sails were made locally by West Coast Sails, mast
and boom sections were stocked by Alcan and Max
Law from Sailing Centre in Nedlands co-ordinated
the kits and all the fit-out necessities.
Lance Whittaker from Yvonne fame built the next
125 and sailed for many years with Scott Alexander.
Jim Atkinson remained extremely enthusiastic during
the initial stage and was instrumental in encouraging many to join the fun. NYC was
extremely fortunate at the time to attract many Mirror sailors and it was not long before many
joined the 125 band.
Nedlands was starting up to 28 boats on Saturday afternoons and other clubs formed fleets
also. Interclub competition prevailed and some country clubs expressed interest. The first
State Championship series was held at NYC and was won by Mark and Denise Willcock.
Other clubs expressed interest in hosting the State Championships with series being sailed in
Esperance, Albany, Bunbury, Busselton and Geraldton. National titles were held at NYC in
with Mark and Denise Willcock being victorious.
The National Executive of the 125 Association remains strong and over the years has had to
resist some ingenious attempts at “improving” the 125. Initially the bottom panels were
subjected to rippling caused by the floor battens and buoyancy tanks all running fore and aft –
with only one veneer of ply running athwartships. Before long experienced builders were
placing the bottom panels at 90 degrees to the keel thus giving superior strength by having
two (outer) veneers of ply across the boat and a much stiffer boat ensued.
Fibreglass boats were first proposed by SA and have since grown in popularity with most
new boats being glass or combinations of glass and timber. The 125 appeals to a very wide
range of sailors, some being, husband and wife teams, brother and sister, father/daughter,
gung-ho guys, to all female crews. All find enjoyment on and off the water.
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In 1982 NYC the only home to a 125 fleet had in excess of 20 yachts. Slogan for season
1981/82 was ‘Come Alive in a 125’.
The 1986/87 State Championships were held over Easter at NYC and the National
Championships were held at NYC in 1989/90 season and 1990/91 season.

Sailboards
Windsurfers were encouraged to join
the club in 1979 and in December
1984 NYC hosted the World
Windsurfing Championships with a
starting line stretching well across the
river. It was a spectacular event.
There were about 420 entries. Barry
Court who had the Windsurfer
agency was instrumental in gaining
the event that was sponsored by
Coca-Cola. Despite the objection to
sponsorship on the sails, the company
was pleased with the resultant
publicity that was created.
Prominent members during this
period included Nick Poll who in
1982 won the winter championships and Bridge to Bridge race; Scott McKercher, Simon
King, Rob Welborn, Duncan Sullivan and Mike Davies who took the honours in both Club
Championships and the afternoon consistency in the 1982/83 season.
On Sunday mornings this section continued its circuit racing and in early 1984 averaged 2535 starts with sailors at all stages of learning. Sunday afternoon racing had 15 to 20 boards
starting each week and races generally were close. Many of the girls were working hard to
improve their skills and this was reflected in early 1984 in the performances of Nicki Davies,
Mandy McKercher, Pam Green and Kerry Tracey.
NYC boards were the stronghold of boardsailing and won top overall placings in each of the
divisions in the ‘Bridge to Bridge’ race.
Windrush Catamaran
This was Western Australian’s strongest 14 ft catamaran racing fleet and a previous winner of
the Australian Design Award. Visually it is an attractive boat, designed and manufactured in
Perth for over 30 years offering an affordable price, low cost maintenance with easy singlehanded assembling. Because of its versatility, the Windrush14 is a great boat for the beginner
or serious sailor as well as being suitable for the family.
Annual sailing events consist of: State Titles sailed throughout WA, and National Titles
sailed throughout the country at different locations with three classes consisting of:
Cat Rig:
Sailed single-handed with mainsail only
Sloop Rig:
Mainsail, jib skipper and crew
Super Sloop: Mainsail, jib single-handed with trapeze.
Research at NYC indicates Windrushes sailed on Sunday afternoons from 1980/81 season
and in 1985/86 the WindrushSS became a new fleet for a few years.
Kevin (Electric Jaw) Page of H14 fame won the Windrush Nationals in 1977 on a borrowed
boat never having sailed one before.
Brian Norwood was the 1987 National Windrush Champion.
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Several NYC members have won National and State Titles over the years. They include Bob
Kempin, Brian Norwood, Brett Burvill, Cliff Rolfe, Stephen Miners and Alan Maus who
went on to crew on Hobies.
The Windrush can boast
having a World Champion
who once sailed Windrush,
namely Gavin Colby who
now sails Hobies.
Brett Burvill won the Super
Sloop National Title in the
Nationals in 1986, Cat rigged
title in 1988, Super sloop
title in 1989, Sloop rigged
title in 1990, Super sloop
title in 1996.
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